
KIT OPTIONS/DESCRIPTIONS: 

 
BOLD Kit 

 
Bold Kit Fragrances 

Black Belt: No karate here, unless you consider being a master tanner of Leather Hide a top-level achievement… 
Basil, Sage & Mint: Fresh with a bit of brightness and spice, this fragrance can add a subtle sharpness to your 
custom blend. 
Oud: A sensual experience with hints of Bergamot, Tonka Amber, and Black Sandalwood would have anyone saying 
“OOO” just like the sound of its name! 
Cuban Tobacco: Don’t let the name fool you - individual notes of Bergamot, Tea Leaf, and White Cedar & Amber 
are the perfect addition to the Tobacco Flower base. 
 
 
 

CALM Kit 

 
Calm Kit Fragrances 

Violet: This light combination of Raspberry, Lilac, Jasmine, and Rose can offer a sweet touch to your custom blend. 
Sandalwood: Leaning heavily on the Oriental Wood, this oil is a terrific warm base note frequently used in incense 
and a variety of perfumes & colognes. 
White Patchouli: Having just a hint of White Peony adds the right twist to a traditional Patchouli scent. 
Vanilla Wood: A warm mixture of Oak and Sandalwood play nicely with the soft & sweet Vanilla. 

 



GROUNDED Kit 

 
Grounded Kit Fragrances 

Sandalwood: Leaning heavily on the Oriental Wood, this oil is a terrific warm base note frequently used in incense 
and a variety of perfumes & colognes. 
Hibiscus: This exotic Hibiscus, sweet Mango, and warm Amber scent will transport you right onto the white sand 
beaches of Maui! 
English Ivy: This sprightly Floral & Herbal oil will remind you of a morning in the English countryside (or perhaps 
just what you would envision an English countryside smelling like…). 
Naked In the Woods: Yep, you read that right! With a unique name comes a unique blend of fragrances such as 
Sun-Warmed Figs, Italian Bergamot, White Tea Leaves, Sweet Heliotrope and Sandalwood. 
 

 

 

JOYFUL Kit 

 
Joyful Kit Fragrances 

Oud: A sensual experience with hints of Bergamot, Tonka Amber, and Black Sandalwood would have anyone saying 
“OOO” just like the sound of its name! 
White Ginger & Amber: Enhanced with a hint of Jasmine, the muskiness of Ginger and Amber take on a gentler 
approach. 
Hibiscus: The exotic scent of Hibiscus, sweet Mango, and warm Amber will transport you right onto the white sand 
beaches of Maui! 
Black Pepper & Bergamot: Layers of Spicy Black Pepper add a wee kick to the softer Bergamot & Lavender mix. 



REFRESHED Kit 
 

 

Refreshed Kit Fragrances 

Oud: A sensual experience with hints of Bergamot, Tonka Amber, & Black Sandalwood, you’ll find yourself saying 
“OOO” just like its name! 
Sandalwood: Leaning heavily on the Oriental Wood, this oil is a terrific warm base note frequently used in incense 
and a variety of perfumes & colognes. 
Beach Bonfire: No smoke alarms will go off with this unexpected scent! Orange Zest, Thyme, Lavender, Driftwood, 
and Oakmoss twist together like a bright flame in this fragrance oil. 
Madagascar: This tropical aroma consists of Sugared Oranges, Lemons, and Limes reminiscent of Exotic Mountain 
Greens. 

 
 
 

ROMANTIC Kit 
 

 

Romantic Kit Fragrances 

French Vanilla: This aroma has a bit more intrigue with its richer take on traditional Vanilla. 
Fig: This spicy yet sweet desert fruit is refreshing with just the right balance - perhaps the perfect description of a 
romantic partner?! 
Champagne: One inhale and you would swear the bubbles are tickling your nose! This blend carries a slightly 
sweet, effervescent fragrance. 
White Jasmine: The combination of Jasmine, Lily, and Rose are wrapped around by a soft and sensual Wild Mint. 
 

 *TRAVEL FRAGRANCE CONTAINER COLORS NOT GUARANTEED 


